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                Your smart toolbox to create the ultimate video learning experience

                Start your free trial now

            

        
        
            
              
            
            
              
              SEARCH
              INTERACT
              LEARN
            
            
              WATCH
            
            
              
            
            
              DISCUSS
            
            
                
                    
                        Student Learning Experience

                    

                
                
                    
                      Create unique learning experiences for your students by giving them access to your course material enriched with automatic slide detection, OCR, speech to text features and activities, they can access them whenever they want, wherever they want.

Your students will be able to watch and re-watch your content and learn at their own rhythm, search terms or precise moments of interest thanks to our smart indexation system!

Watch your content become even more valuable over time with our interactive sidebar UbiCast’s video player allows for time stamped comments, attachments, pictures and conversations.

Our taylor-made annotations will guarantee an enhanced learning experience and better content retention.
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                      Teacher’s content creation journey

                  

              
              
                  
                    Record your course material during class, in a dedicated studio, directly from your PC thanks to WebStudio or bring your own content to our video player by uploading or embedding it from other popular platforms.

Livestream your classes or video conferences to reach a greater audience and still let them enjoy the benefits of our smart video player.

 

Record in classroom Record on the go 
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                      Manager’s simplified workflow

                  

              
              
                  
                    As a facilities manager you will assist your content creators remotely, start and stop recordings from your control panel and check that audio is working as it should all from your chosen device and without installing any extra software.

You monitor, manage, schedule and contact us directly all from a single dedicated space called Miris Manager.

Our Solutions are fully compatible and integrate with your LMS to automate your process, making it easy to take your courses from recording to your students screen.
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                        Why UbiCast? It works, it's reliable, efficient and upgradeable! And what I like above all: UbiCast constantly listens to its users and brings continuous technical evolutions to its platform.

                        
                    

                    
                        Christian Allio

                        Université Rennes 2

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        When we found ourselves in a situation where we had to switch to online teaching in only 4 days, it became clear to us that UbiCast was the solution we could quickly deployed on a cloud so we could provide our teachers with a coherent solution for the production of pedagogical videos.

                        
                    

                    
                        Jean-François Van de Poël

                        Université de Lausanne

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        The combination of proprietary soft- and hardware makes the lecture capture process of Ubicast a seamless operation. With enough know-how to integrate our scheduling software into their system, UbiCast takes care of every aspect of our workflow.

                        
                    

                    
                        Koen Schermer

                        Radboud University

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        At first our expectations seemed almost unattainable : to produce content that would reach our high standards of quality, and do so with almost no human intervention. UbiCast have provided us with exactly this and have supported us throughout the deployment.

                        
                    

                    
                        Mourad Larab

                        Digital Learning Innovation Manager , the University of Thales (France)

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        I’ve been involved in the sourcing, installation and use of the UbiCast system. Overall it is very impressive – it is intuitive, easy to use and produces good quality content which can be published easily to a USB, server or YouTube channel (or similar). Ubicast staff are very good indeed; they were very helpful during the sourcing and decision-making process and the tech support (based in France) answer questions quickly and helpfully

                        
                    

                    
                        Jim Smith

                        Programme Director, Gates Cambridge University (United Kingdom)

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        We are happy with the UbiCast system. Other departments have admired its capability and are interested in using it. Other lecture capture systems we have do not offer the full experience we have with UbiCast. The UbiCast system has undoubtedly been a success - when we surveyed our Masters students, they want more of this - more recorded lectures and more access online.

                        
                    

                    
                        Chris Evans

                        eLearning Manager, University of Warwick (United Kingdom)

                    

                

            

        

    
        
            
                
                    
                        The system works well and worked immediately; a rarity for a new piece of software! We are very pleased with the performance of the system to date and I am excited by the development opportunities UbiCast offers. I look forward to taking it to the next stage.

                        
                    

                    
                        Jane Bennett

                        Operations Manager, Christie Hospital (United Kingdom)

                    

                

            

        

    
    

    
    


        
        
            
              
            
            
                
                    
                        Ready to try UbiCast?

                    

                

                
                    Try it for free See offers
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                Improve learning by making video pervasive, engaging, collaborative and durable, while contributing to a data-driven world with relevant analytics.
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